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Abstract- In visual cryptography (vc) suffers from a pixel-expansion problem, or an out of control display quality problem 
for improved images(ii), and lacks a general approach to construct visual secret sharing schemes (vsss) for common 
admission structures (cass). The propose herein a general and efficient approach to address these issues without difficult 
blueprint. The efficient approach can be used for binary secret images in non-computer-supported decipher environments. To 
avoid pixel expansion, design a set of column vectors to encode secret pixels rather than use the vc-based approach. The 
beginning process is preparing a mathematic model for the vc construction problem to find the column vectors for the best vc 
construction, after which develop a simulated-annealing-based (sa) algorithm to solve the problem. The display quality of the 
improved image (ii) is advanced than the previous systems.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
VISUAL cryptography (VC), which was proposed by 
Naor and Shamir,image form all the encryption 
process are performed. visual secret sharing schemes 
(VSSs) are used. Two categories of VCSs threshold 
admission structure(k,n) admission structure is n 
shares are reveal the information in k shares, common 
admission structure For example, if there are 4 
participants (one president, one vice president, and 
two managers) sharing a secret, the president may 
expect to decrypt the secret with any single partner 
who holds one of the other shares, whereas the vice 
president is allowed to obtain the secret only with two 
managers. The two managers are controlled from 
accessing the secret. Given these flexibilities, we also 
can set the number of shares as the decrypting 
condition. Clearly, (푛,)-and (푘,)-VCSs are special 
cases of the CAS. In visual cryptography pixel 
expansion problem is a major drawback. Problem will 
increase the storage area and cost and also decrease 
the contrast in recovered secret image. Decreasing the 
contrast level is limits the application of VC schemes. 
Existing system drawbacks are low quality 
constrains. Quality of the improved image is also 
affected by blackness. An image that has higher 
contrast should have better display quality when the 
blackness is fixed. Contrast and blackness are directly 
propositional .If the contrast is high the display 
quality also high. VC construction problem have 
formulated the threshold VCS for maximizing 
contrast or minimizing pixel expansion as a linear 
programming problem. Koga proposed a general 
formula to both maximize the contrast and minimize 
the pixel expansion. Lee and Chiu (hereinafter Lee) 
proposed a generic VC construction method for CAS.  

 
Their approach can perfectly recover black secret 
pixels but the decrease the contrast of improved 
image in some admission structure. The existing VCS 
construction algorithms for GASs cannot 
simultaneously avoid the pixel-expansion problem 
and guarantee an acceptable blackness These issues 
forced us to develop a methodical approach to the 
construction of size symmetric VCSs (SSVCSs or 
VCSs in short) for CASs subject to the adjustable 
display quality of improved images. The proposed 
approach for SSVCSs is applicable to binary secret 
images and no use of sophisticated code book for the 
decryption. Using this model, dealers can correct the 
blackness depending on the personality of the secret 
images to obtain the best display quality for the 
improved images. We develop a simulated-annealing-
based algorithm to solve the combinatorial 
optimization problem. Finally, we compare our 
results with other approaches and present 
implementation results to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the proposed algorithm. 
 
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK  
 

A) Background of common admission 
Structures 
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B)Related Works  
B.1 Ateniese’s Approach  
Ateniese first proposed a VC-based approach for 
VCSs for CASs. They mapped a VCS admission 
structure to a graph .Form the graph found both the 
lower and upper bounds on the size of the shares (i.e., 
the pixel-expansion factor). They gave minimum 
pixel-expansion factors as well as basis matrices for 
VCSs for strong admission structures for a maximum 
of four participants. MacPherson extended Ateniese‗s 
model to include grey-scale images and derive new 
results on the minimum possible pixel expansion for 
all possible CASs on at most four participants. 
constructing the grey-scale VCSs for CASs is a open 
problem. Drawbacks of Ateniese‗s approach is black 
secret pixels cannot be completely recovered, the 
aspect ratio of the improved image cannot be 
maintained, and this approach needs a difficult 
codebook design. 
B.2 Hsu’s Approach  
Hsu reported the formulation of an unexpanded VCS 
for a CAS problem. In this method adopts a set of 푛 x 
1 column vectors to share a secret pixel to encrypt 푛 
participants, thus eliminating the drawbacks of pixel 
expansion. Based on the model, a probability matrix 
can be found and used to encrypt a secret for a 
specific admission structure. Hsu‗s objective is to 
maximize contrast values for all qualified improved 
images subject to the security constraint. They use the 
goal-programming technique and also develop a 
genetic-based algorithm to solve the optimization 
problem [7-8]. Hsu‗s approaches have better 
maximum and average contrast values for recovered 
images than Ateniese‗s approach. Drawback of hsu 
approach is poor visual quality of improved images, 
blackness of the image is low and cannot guarantee 
an acceptable contrast level. 
B.3 Lee’s approach  
Lee proposed the formulation of a SSVCS for strong 
common admission structures (Γqual , Γforb),based 
on the probabilistic (푛,푛) –VCSs [12]. Lee‗s 
approach is to find a construction set for a given 
admission structure and quality of basis shares. The 
basis shares that were yielded by the probabilistic (푛,) 
–VCSs are used to synthesize the shares of (Γqual , 
Γforb)-VCS according to the construction set. For 
example: there are 4 participants p={1,2,3,4}. 
Qualified sets Γqual is 
{{1,2},{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{3,1,4},{1,2,3,4}}.Three basic 
shares are shares in 4 participants. Share construction 
set c={{s1},{s2,s3},{s2},{s3}}. Encryption 

procedure generates 3 basis shares s1,s2,s3 to 4 
participants S1,S2,S3,S4, for the (Γqual , Γforb) – 
VCS. basis shares s1,s2,s3 shares S1,S3,S4. Stack the 
qualified set shares and get the secret information. 
Pixel-expansion-free (푛,)-VCS method is used in 
lee‘s approach. Lee‗s approach has some drawbacks. 
First, the visual quality of improved images depends 
on the (푛,푛)-VCS. Second,In share generation needs 
two encryption phase. 
 
III. PROPOSED MODEL  
 
The main idea behind the proposed SSVCS is the 
probabilistic visual cryptography (ProbVC). To share 
a black (white) pixel, one of the column vectors in C1 
(C0) is randomly chosen and then distributes i-th 
entry in the column vector to i-th share. For example, 
the (2,3 )-ProbVC scheme is constructed by the 
following collections of column vectors 

 
Encryption of black secret pixel and suppose the 
chosen column vector is [0 1 0]T, the pixels 0, 1, and 
0 are distributed to shares 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 
image size of shared and stacked images is same as 
the secret image.  
Definition 1. The 푛-tuple Boolean column vector S = 
[sj]T with 1≤푗≤푛, is defined as an encoding pattern 
for each original pixel, where s푗=0 (1 ) denotes that 
the pixel is encoded as a white (black) sharing pixel 
in share 푗.  
Definition 2. Suppose P={1,….,n} is a set of 푛 
participants and 2P denotes the power set of P. When 
a set of participants X with X 2 P\ , stack their shares 
(which were encrypted by vector S) together, the 
visual effect (i.e., black or white) of a stacked pixel 
can be obtained by L(VX)=s 푝1+ s푝2+⋯+ s푝푘, where 
푘 =| X| and 푝1 ,…, 푝푘 X. The quantity VX is a 푘-
tuple column vector, vxT =[ s 푝1 s푝2 ⋯ s푝푘 ], and 

‖the operator ―+  represents the OR operation. If 
L(vX) = 1 (0), the corresponding pixel will be 
decoded as black (white) on the stacked image.  
Example 1.Suppose 3 participants P = {1,2,3} but 
two participants stack their shares. Pixel values on 
their shares black and white and white respectively. 
Column vector of the participants 1 and 2 is vT{1,2} 
= [s1 s2] = [1 0] and the stacked pixel is black and it 
is calculated by the formula L(v{2,3}) = s1 + s2 =1. 
Column vector of the participants 2 and 3 is vT{2,3} 
= [s2 s3] = [0 0] and the stacked pixel is black and it 
is calculated by the formula L(v{2,3}) = s2 + s3 =0. 
the blackness of a improved image is proportional to 
the Hamming weight H(V). hamming weight is 
calculated based on the OR operation. for example 
share1 = [ ] and share2 = [ ] calculating the hamming 
weights are H([0 1]) = 1 and H([1 1]) = 2 
respectively. OR operation is performed for the 
corresponding column vector 
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IV. HE PROPOSED ALGORITHM  
 
A. Formulation  
The problem for constructing a (Γ0 , Γforb) -VCS is 
to find the two collections of sets C0 and C1 subject 
to the security, contrast, and blackness constraints. 
From the perspective of the quality of the recovered 
image, the objectives of the proposed formulation are 
to maximize the worst and the average contrast for 
recovered secret images among all minimal qualified 
sets.  
B. SA algorithm  
Simulated annealing (SA) based algorithm is a 
generic probabilistic metaheuristic for global 
optimization problem. In this algorithm is increase 
tha display quality and maintain the image ratio and 
the blackness of the image size is maintain. The 
pseudocode for the SA algorithm is given below 
Algorithm SIMULATED-ANNEALING  
Begin  

Temp=INIT-temp;  
Place=INIT-PLACEMENT;  
While(temp)>FINAL-TEMP) do  
While(inner_loop_criterion=FALSE) do  
New place=PERTURB(place);  
ΔC=COST(new_place)-COST(place);  
If(ΔC<0)then  
Place=new place;  
Elseif(RANDOM(0,1)> e-(ΔC/temp))then  
Place=new_place;  
Temp=SCHEDULE(temp);  
END.  
SA algorithm starts with a random initial placement 
in high temperature.the moving of the next pixel is 
defined move. Calculating the score based on the 
move made. The probability of the acceptance is 
based on the current temperature. update the 
temperature until pixel getting the curect temperature. 
in this SA algorithm temperature is says about the 
contrast value of the each pixel 
 
V. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM. 
 

In this architecture diagram secret color Image is 
converted grayscale image. Grayscale image is 
converted in to binary image because VCSs only 
applicable in binary images. After applied the VCS 
secret information is feed in to the shares and binary 
image is converted into the color image. This image 
is passed into the network. Receiver will extract the 
information through the stack the shares. Using the 
SA algorithm image can be reconstructed. 
 
VI. RESULTS AND COMPARISON  
 
A. Result  
The proposed system assess the performance from the 
quantitative and qualitative view points.the 
performance of  
(Γ0 , Γforb) - VCS is better than the (Γqual , Γforb) –
VCS. (Γ0, Γforb) having the better constrast value 
and high blackness recovery. Experimental is 
performed based on the 
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B. Comparison:  
Compare our results with the other results of 
Ateniese,Hsu,Lee. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this approach, weak visual cryptography scheme 
for CASs. The proposed model for SSVCSs 
eliminates the disadvantages of the pixel-expansion 
problem. Our method guarantees the blackness of 
black secret pixels for VCSs and improves the display 
quality of the worst-case image. It is better than the 
previous results. It increase the display quality of the 
improved image, which includes the controllable 
blackness for black secret pixels and maintenance of 

the same aspect ratio as that of the original secret 
image. The major contributions of this work include 
the following three: First, this is the first solution for 
weak SSVCS for CASs subject to controllable 
blackness of black secret pixels. Second, we 
formulate the construction problem of the SSVCS for 
CASs as a mathematical optimization problem such 
that the problem can be solved by using optimization 
techniques. Third, the proposed method is a general 
and systematic approach that can be applied to any 
VC schemes without individually redesigning 
codebooks or basis matrices.  
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